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Abstract. This paper examines the existence and uniqueness of solutions of certain

boundary-value problems associated with a seemingly complex system of coupled partial

differential equations frequently encountered in the field of microcontinuum fluid mecha-

nics. These problems are analyzed using potential theory methods and appealing to results

from the theory of singular integral equations. Matrices are introduced to facilitate this

analysis.

1. Introduction. The equations of motion characterizing slow, steady incompressible

flow of a micropolar fluid are given by [ 1 ]

tjij +fi = o.
mji,j + eijk'jk + /,• = 0,

while the linear constitutive laws take the form

'/,("> ") = ~PSU + 2(2M + *)(«,,, + + K£,jk(wk - "*)>

(1.1)

m ,0) = <x"k,k8u + Pvi,j + 1'vj,i> (L2)lj\

with the continuity equation being

u„ = 0. (1.3)

Here ttJ are components of the Cauchy stress; mij are the components of the couple stress;

u is the velocity vector; i> is the microrotation vector; f is the body force, 1 is the body

couple p is the pressure; e,jk is the alternating tensor; 5. is the Kronecker delta;

(a, p, y, jit, «) are material constants and

w,. = i(v X u),.

The above equations reduce to the following vector system of coupled differential

equations:

- (fi + k)v XV X u + kv X i> -Vp = -f,

(a + /i + y)W v- ynV XVXc+sVX u - 2ki> = -1, (1.4)

  V • u = 0.
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The Stokes flow in a region 12 is defined as a flow whose field parameters u, v p satisfy the

homogeneous system

- (fi + k)v XV Xu + kV Xr-Vp 0,

(a + /J + y)v V ■ c-fV Xv Xc+kV X u - 2kv - 0, (1.5)

V • u = 0,

in £2. Our objective is to investigate the existence and uniqueness of solutions of such flows

for both an interior domain 12(l) and an exterior domain £2(e) when certain conditions are

prescribed on the boundary surface S. For our purposes, we shall assume that S lies in a

finite region of three-dimensional space and is connected.

The Dirichlet-type boundary-value problem where u and v assume prescribed values on

S has already been investigated [2], However, very little work, if any, has been done on

other boundary conditions suggested by Eringen [1], We propose to examine boundary-

value problems associated with two such conditions. In the first problem the boundary

conditions

tji(u>*)"j\s=T0i> mjMnj\s = M0i> U-6)

are specified, while in the second problem the mixed conditions

[tJi(u,v)nj +hu]\s = at, [mJl(v)nJ +hv]\s = b, (1.7)

are specified. Here h = h(£), |ES, and n is the unit outward surface normal. It should be

noted that condition (1.6) is equivalent to saying that the boundary forces and moments

are prescribed. This paper utilizes the methods of potential theory to examine the

fundamental problem of existence and uniqueness of solutions of the homogeneous system

(1.5) subject to the conditions (1.6) and in turn (1.7).

2. Preliminaries. Let f be the concentrated point force acting at the point y(yv >'2, >3) in

an unbounded medium and given by

f = S(x - j>)eA, (2.1)

where 6(x — y) is the Dirac delta function and e* is a unit vector defined along the &th

co-ordinate axis. The solution of (1.4) due to this force in the absense of any body couple

(I = 0), will be denoted by (Fuk, Fi>k, Fpk). In a similar way we represent the solution of

(1.4) due to a concentrated point couple in the form of (2.1) and in the absense of any

body force (f = 0), as (Luk, Li>k, Lpk). These are the so-called fundamental singular

solutions and explicit expressions have been generated for them [3]. Furthermore, in terms

of these, the solution to the system (1.5) under investigation has the following integral

representation [3]:

uk(x) =f {']<("> y) ~f*j,(x> y)uik(y)}nJdSy

+ J {mJI(p)Fpk(x, y) — Fmkj(x, y)vi(y)}nJdSy, (2.2)
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"*(*) = ({0'(u' y) y)ui(y)}njdsy-
Js

+ J {mj,(v)Lv^(x, y) -Lm^(x, y)pl(y)}nJdSy, (2.3)

where F/*., fm*, Ltjf and I mkp are components of stresses associated with the fundamental

solutions. That is,

F'jki(x, y) - tJt{Fuk,Fvk), Fm*(x, y) - mj,(Fvk),

Ltjki(x> y) - 0/(iu*'/."*)• y) -

Attention will be focussed on u(x), v(x) as p(x) can always be obtained by substitution.

The representations (2.2) and (2.3) can be written in the matrix form

U(x) = f {A(x, y)r(U) - B(x, y)U(y)) dSy, (2.4)

where we have introduced the matrices

U =

A(x, y)
Fuf Fv?

L"i LVi

t(U) =

B(x, y) =

1j."j

mj.nj

T,

M,

Ftjini Fmj,nj

As in ordinary potential theory, the representation formula (2.4) suggests the introduc-

tion of the single-layer potential

y(x-,\P) =jA(x, y)4*(y) dSy, (2.5)

and the double-layer potential

W(x; <j>) — JB(x, y)<t>{y) dSy, (2.6)

where \p and <i> are matrices of the form

<?>!•

The integral representation (2.4) can now be written as

U(x) = V{x\ r(U)) - W(x\ U). (2.7)

Let us make the following assumptions:

(i) S is a closed Lyapunov surface.

(ii) The density functions <j>, \p are continuous.

(iii) £, Tj are points on the surface S.

(iv) H{\) represents a Holder class of exponent \ < 1.
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Under these assumptions, the following results, stated in the form of theorems, have been

verified [2]

Theorem 1. The single-layer potential V(x; xp) is continuous in infinite space including

the surface S.

Theorem 2. Let W(x-, <J>)(I) and W(x\ <j>)(e) denote the limiting values of the double-layer

potential W(x; <p) on S as S is approached from Q(l) and tye) respectively. If <f> G H(X)

and <£) is the directly defined value of W(x; <#>) on S, then

W{b <f>)(0 = - |<f>(£) +WU-<t>)=- ^<#.(0 + JbU, v)<t>(v) dSn, (2.8)

W{t\ <t>)(e) = j4>(() + <p) = j<t>(0 + fB(L V)<f>(v) dSv. (2.9)

Theorem 3. If V(x; \p) is a single-layer potential with ^ e H(\), then

r(F)(0 = + r(V) = + J&AU, T|)}^(77) dsv, (2.10)

r(V\e)= -I^) + T(K)= -\m+ /{r^(|,T,)}^T,)JS„, (2.11)

where

TvA*(x, y) =

T,A*k T,A*k

M,A*k MiAd*k

with A* being the transpose of A, A*Jf (m = 1,2) being the mth column of the matrix A*

and the subscript y indicating, as usual, that the operators are applied at that point. The

systems (2.8)-(2.9) and (2.10)—(2.11) are pairwise adjoint [2] and the Fredholm alternative

will be applied to them to investigate the existence and uniqueness of our boundary-value

problem. The use of the Fredholm alternative in this particular case is justified in the

Appendix.

As mentioned earlier, the Dirichlet boundary-value problem where

Uls=U0' (2-12)

are specified, has been investigated. The results are summarized in the following theorems

[2]:

Theorem 4. The system (1.5) subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions (2.12) and the

suppplementary conditions

u, yand/7^0 asr->oo, (2-13)

has a unique solution in fl(f) for any continuous fields u0 and v0.

Theorem 5. A necessary and sufficient condition for the same problem (1.5), (2.12) to

have a unique solution in £2(l), is that

f u0 ■ n dS = 0. (2.14)
J o
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3. First boundary-value problem. Here we wish to investigate the existence and unique-

ness of solution of the system (1.5)

- (n + k)v XV X u + kV Xv~Vp = 0,

(a + /? + y)V V -c-yV XV X v + kv X u - 2kv = 0, (3.1)

V • u = 0,

in both an interior and exterior domain subject to the condition (1.6)

0,(u> "K Is = T0/. "»>/(")«;Is = M0r (3.2)

For the exterior problem, we again assume the asymptotic conditions given by (2.13).

Under this assumption and with the aid of (1.2), it can be shown that

f U*t{U) dS=f v)Ui + mji(v)vi}njds = f HdQ, (3.3)
S S ^(f)

f U*t(U) dS=f {/,,(u, v)u, + mjMv^njdS =~f HdQ, (3.4)

where

with

H = (2jt + k)d,Jdji + 2k(wj - Vj)(\Vj - Vj)

+ {avj,jvi,i + (3-5)

dij = 2 («,-j + «/,/)•

From thermodynamic considerations [1]

rtc v + Bv v + yv v 3s 0J,J 1,1 r* J,I t,J * I,J 1>J u

and hence H > 0.

The exterior problem. Let (u', v') and (u", v") be two solutions of (3.1) in &(e) which

satisfy the same boundary conditions (3.2) and the asymptotic conditions (2.13). If

u = u' — u" and v = v' — v", it follows that (u, P) satisfies (3.1) in £2<e) and has the

homogeneous boundary conditions

/y,(u, v )«, |s = 0, mJI(v )nJ \s = 0 or r(U ) \s = 0.

Substitution into (3.3) shows that

+ «,./) = 0, (3.6)

(w, - vt) = 0, (3.7)

= °- (3-8)

Equation (3.6) represents a right body type mation. Since u -» 0 as r -* oo, it follows that

u = 0 in S2(f). From (3.7) v = 0 and (3.8) is then automatically satisfied. The associated

pressure p also vanishes in Q(e) as can be seen from (3.1) and (2.13). This establishes the

uniqueness of solution. For future reference, we note that the set of equations (3.6)—(3.8)

which is equivalent to

f U*T{U)dS = 0,
J c-
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has six linearly independent solutions given by

W =

V4

V
o

-s

UL =
^2 k

£1 kjXj

0

t/5 =

(73

e2 kjxj

~&2k

$3k

0

u6 =
*3kjXj

— ̂ 3 k
(3.9)

1 k .

Recall from (2.7) that in matrix form the solution to (1.5) is given by

U{x)=V{x\t{U)) - W{x\U). (3.10)

To establish the existence of solution to our problem, we seek a solution in the form of a

single-layer potential V(x; \p). From (2.11), we get the singular integral equation

F(£) =-&({)+/ lr(AU,V)}^(V)dSv, (3.11)
JS

where

m = r(U) \s

We need to investigate the corresponding homogeneous equation

0= ~^(() + / v)j^(v) ds , (3.13)
Js

and its adjoint

0= -&(()+/Bit.vMridS,. (3.14)

It has been shown [2] that the integral equation (3.13) has a unique solution given by

"*(€)

T0l

M0;
(3.12)

*(0 = (3.15)
0

Hence, its adjoint (3.14) will also have a unique solution, say $(£), and consequently

(3.11) will have a solution provided

(F*QdS = 0. (3.16)
J o

We have thus proved the following theorem:

Theorem 6. A necessary condition for the first boundary-value problem (3.1)—(3.2)

together with the supplementary conditions (2.13) to have a unique solution in S2(e) is that

[ F*$ dS = 0
s

where Fis given by (3.12) and $ is the solution of (3.14).

The interior problem. For this problem we seek a solution in the form of a single-layer

potential. From (2.10), the unknown density function ip satisfies the equation

FU) = + J {r^U, T,)}*(u) dSv. (3.17)
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As before, we shall investigate the corresponding homogeneous equation

o = i*(€) + / v)}Hv) as, (3.18)
Js

and its adjoint

0 = Hit)1)4(11) dS,. (3.19)

Consider (U", pa) (a = 1,2,... ,6), wherepa — 0 and Ua is given by (3.9). They satisfy

(3.1) and furthermore, since r(Ua) = 0, it follows from (3.10) that

Ua(x) = -W(x; Ua) (3.20)

for x E Si(iy Now taking the limit of (3.20) as x -> £, and utilizing (2.8), we obtain

Ua(£)+/B(lv)Ua(v)dSv = 0,1
2

's

JA(x, Tj)

which shows that U" is a solution of (3.19). This means that (3.19) has at least six linearly

independent solutions and consequently its adjoint (3.18) will also possess at least six

linearly independent solutions which we shall denote by tya. In fact, they form a complete

system of linearly independent solutions for (3.18). For if this were not the case, then there

would exist a solution, say which does not depend linearly on 4'0', a = 1,2,...,6. If

V = V(x; ^) is the corresponding single-layer potential then, from (2.10), r(V)U] = 0.

Substitution into (3.4) shows that V represents a rigid body motion. The same is true of

the potentials V — V(x; ^a) which constitute a complete system. Hence,

6

y= 2 CaV"
<r= 1

or equivalently

*(i?) - 2 WW dSv = 0. (3.21)
«= i

This represents a single-layer potential which vanishes in £2(i) and hence, from Theorem 1,

vanishes in infinite space. Consequently

6

¥(*) - 2 Cfr'(x) = 0,
a= 1

which contradicts our assumption. Thus, a = 1,2,...,6, form a complete system,

linearly independent solutions of (3.18) and as a result its adjoint (3.19) will have precisely

six linearly independent solutions given by U", a - 1,2,...,6. Hence, the non-homoge-

neous equation (3.17) has a solution only if

f F*Ua dS = 0, a= 1,2,...,6. (3.22)
Js

This establishes the conditional existence of a solution to the interior problem. The

equation (3.22) is equivalent to

( T0idS = 0, (3-23)
J c
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and

f (eijkXjTok + M0i) dS = 0, (3.24)
Js

which expresses the vanishing of the hydrodynamic force and torque respectively, on the

surface 5. It should be noted that with the aid of the first equation of (1.1) (with f = 0),

we get

0 =/ <J1 J da = L'ji'i ds = {t„, dS,
aU)

while with the aid of the second equation (with 1 = 0) as well as the first, we get

0 = / (mJ'J + 'ijktjk)*= / {mjij + euk(xj'ikj)} dQ
ty/) fl(0

- + eIJkXjtlkn,) dS

= J(M0i + eijkxjTok) dS.

These conditions (3.23), and (3.24) are therefore necessary and sufficient for a solution to

exist. As regards uniqueness, we see from (3.4) that for the homogeneous boundary

condition t(U) |s = 0, u is determined up to an additive rigid body motion. These results

may be summarized as follows:

Theorem 7. The first boundary-value problem (3.1)—(3.2) has a solution in an interior

domain Q(0 for continuous fields T0 and M0 on S, which satisfy the conditions (3.23)-

(3.24). Moreover, this solution is unique up to an additive rigid body motion.

4. Second boundary-value problem. In this problem we again examine the system (1.5)

— (jti + /c)V XV Xu + A:V Xn-VpO,

(a + /? + y)VV ■ f— yV XV X i> + kv X u - 2 kv = 0, (4.1)

V • u = 0,

in both an interior and exterior domain but now subject to the mixed boundary conditions

(1.7)

[0'(u, ")«7■ + hu] Is = a„ [mji(v)nj +hv] \s = b, (4.2)

where h is a continuous scalar function.

The interior problem. In the case of homogeneous boundary conditions

[0;(u> v)nj + hu] \s = 0, + hv] |s = 0

we get on utilizing (3.4),

J Hd& = JhU * UdS =Jh(u ■ u + v ■ v) dS. (4-3)
fl(/\ s s

Assuming that h is a negative function, it follows that on S, u = 0, and c = 0 since H > 0.
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The uniqueness of solution then follows from Theorem 5. The condition (2.14) is satisfied

since

0 — f V • u = f u • n dS.
Js

The solution to this problem is sought in the form of a single-layer potential. From

(2.10) and (2.5), we get

T(U) + hU = MO + f [ 1^4(1, rj) + A(i, rj)] *p(y) dSr
Js

D = MO + / V) + A(Z, dSv (4.4)

Hence,

where

D,

The corresponding homogeneous equation

o = i^(0 + Jf[rt^(€, V) + A((, v)]t(v) dSn, (4.5)

admits only a trivial solution. The proof of this is by contradiction. Assume ^ is a

nontrivial solution and let

V= V(x; *)

be the corresponding single-layer potential. It satisfies the boundary condition

[t(F) + hV] |s = 0, h< 0,

and hence (4.3). That is,

[ HdQ, = fhV* VdS.
Js

As we have seen before, this implies that V = 0 on S and so from Theorem 1, V = 0

everywhere. Consequently, ¥ = 0 in contradiction to our assumption. Thus, the homoge-

neous equation (4.5) admits only trivial solution. Hence,

Theorem 8. The second boundary-value problem (4.1)-(4.2) has a unique solution in an

interior domain Q(i) for any negative continuous function h on 5.

The exterior problem. Again we seek a solution in the form of a single-layer potential

and use the same analysis as above. In place of (4.3) and (4.4), we get respectively

f Hd&= fhU*UdS= - fh(u-u + vv)dS, (4.6)
Ja(e) Js Js

and

D= -Mi)+ + (4.7)
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Taking h to be a positive function and repeating the identical analysis used for the interior

problem above, we get

Theorem 9. The second boundary-value problem (4.1)—(4.2) has a unique solution in an

exterior domain for any positive continuous function h on S.

Appendix. Here it will be shown that the Fredholm alternative holds for the systems

(2.8)—(2.11) of integral equations on the boundary S which will be assumed to be a closed

manifold.

From [2], we have the following expansions for the stresses:

k KSjk (x,-y,) K$lk (xj-yj) 3(x,- y,)(xj~ yj)(xk-~ yk)

F J' 477"(2jli + k) r3 4ir(2fi + k) r3 r5

+ 0(r"~x)

Fmji — 0(r"~]),

Ltji = 0(r"~]) (1)

A _ _ (/? + y)(P — a) — la2. {x.-y,) (a+ /?)(/?-y)-2y2 (*j ~ *)

8wy(a + /? + y) jk r3 8wy(a + /J + y) ,k r3

+ (0 + T)(rfi-,)-2,' (*- yi)(x - y)(xt - ,,)
877y(a + /3 + y) 1 r3 8iry(a + /i + y)

+ 6>(r"-').

Mikhlin's approach [4] shall now be utilized to generate symbols associated with the

system of integral equations under consideration. If s is the index of the Lyapunov surface

5, then (xj - y^rij = 0(r'+s). Hence, from (1)

Ftjifj = ar,nj + 0{rs~2),

F-m-.Tij = 0(rs~2),

Ltjinj ~ 0(rs~2), (2)

Lmj,nj = brkn, - brink + 0(rs~2),

where

_ K , _ (P + y)(p - a) - 2a2

4"u(2n + k) ' 8wy(a + /? + y)

and ri = x, - yr Each of the equations (2.8)-(2.11), actually represents two systems each

of which has three equations. Let us consider (2.8) for example. If

w(i> *)<o = „2
G]

G2
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then from (2.8)

2Gj^) = -m) + 2f(FtjWk+Fm^k)njdSri, (3)
Js

2GfU) = (*) + 2+LmkJtfk)njdSv. (4)

Using the identical method advanced by Mikhlin [4], we introduce local coordinates at

each point £ £ S, directing the £3-axis along the normal n to S and the axes £2 >n a

tangential plane to S. Hence w,=w2 = 0, w3 = l. With the aid of (2), we now write (3)

and (4) in the local coordinates getting, respectively,

2Gl(£) = -^,(0 + 2/^^ + /,,
Js r

2Gj(0 = + + (5)
Js r

2G>(£) = -m) + 2/ + I3,
Js r

and

2Gf(0 = (0 - 2/ b^dS.n + J4,
Js r

2GiU) = - 2/ ^dSv + /5) (6)
Js r

2 G3(£) = + 2 J — (£,<^ + £2</>2 )dS + I6,
Js r

where /,, /2,...,/6 are integrals with weak singularities. The system (5)-(6) is similar to

one obtained by Mikhlin [4] and it can be verified [4] that its symbolic matrix M is given

by

where

' -1 0 ic cos #00 0

0 — 1 ic sin 6 0 0 0
0 0-10 0 0
0 0 0 — 1 0 — id cos 8
0 0 0 0 — 1 — id sin 8

\ 0 0 0 id cos 8 id sin 8 — 1 I

a K j j a, (P + y)(P ~ a) ~ 2a2
c — 4 an — -—-— and d — Abir = 

(7)

2ju + k 2y(a + fi + y)

Garding's inequality [5]

Re(@Mu, u)L2 > p\\u\\2L — Re(Cw, m)l: (8)
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implies Fredholm alternative. Here p > 0 is a constant independent of u, (Cm, u) is a

compact bilinear form and 0 is a 6 X 6 matrix of functions. Furthermore, positive

definiteness of 6M implies Garding's inequality. Hence, it suffices to prove that 8M is

positive definite. That is, we need to show that there exists a k such that for all a E C6,

Re(aT8Ma) > k\a\2. (9)

Take
'-1 0 0 0 0 0

0-10000
0 0 -e 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1 0

\ 0 0 0 0 0 -1

and let a7 = (a,, a2, a3, <j4, a5, a6). It can be easily verified that

Re(or0Ma ) =| <j, |2 + | a2 |2 + e | a312

— Re(/co,a3 cos 0 + /ca2a3 sin#)

+1 a4 |2 — Re( ida6a4 cos 8)

+1 a512 — Re( ido6o5 sin 8)

+ | a612 + Re(/da4a6cos8 + ida5a6sin8)

+1 a4 |2 + .... (10)

>\at\2 + | a2 |2 + e | a312 — kx | a,a31 —kt \ a2a31

Now

5 I a,
+

36

Using this in (10) gives

Re(ar0Ma ) s*| a, |2 + | a212 + e j o312 — k,S | a3

ki , k, , .
26 'a' I" ~ 28 I02' + lCT4' +

where 6 and e are arbitrary. First we choose 6 such that Ar,6 = and then take e — 2k\.

Inserting these in turn into (11), we obtain

Re(<jr0A/a ) > k2(\ a, |2 + | a212 + | ct3 |2) + | a4 |2 + ... (12)

where k2 = min(l, e). Similarly, by examining the other combinations in (10), it can be

seen that for some k,

Re(or@Mo ) > &(| a, |2 + | a212 + ... | a612) = k | a |2.

Hence the result. That is, the Fredholm alternative holds for (2.8). In a similar manner, we

can show that the same is also true for systems (2.9)—(2.11).
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